CONSTRUCTION

HOT-TUBBING: IS IT TIME TO
TAKE THE PLUNGE?
Times have changed since expert witnesses had to wait patiently for their turn to give
evidence, says Paul Barry, from Navigant Consulting. But is the arrival of so-called hottubbing a welcome development?
Hot tubbing — or ‘concurrent expert evidence’ as it is formally known — is becoming
an increasingly popular practice whereby experts from both sides of a dispute sit in the
dock together, with the judge or arbitrator leading a discussion between them. What
makes this approach unique is the fact that it does, indeed, encourage an open and
frank discussion between both sides. As such, this model differs from a traditional crossexamination, since there are no barristers shaping the way in which the experts give
their evidence.
At the moment, the use of concurrent expert evidence is voluntary, and requires
full agreement from all parties. However, the hot-tubbing method is already being
championed as an effective way of tackling the longstanding and systemic problems
associated with adversarial expert testimony.

THE PHILOSOPHY BEHIND HOT-TUBBING
Although hot-tubbing represents a new way of collecting expert testimony, it retains the
most important features of direct and cross-examination, as each party still has a chance
to make its own argument. However, because hot-tubbing can be used to solicit the
viewpoints of multiple expert witnesses at the same time, this model can be especially
useful for cases that include unusually complex findings, questions, or conclusions.
The construction industry, in particular, faces a number of important challenges in
this regard, as design and construction problems often require a thorough forensic
investigation to determine the root cause of the issue. Defects in construction can
occur for a variety of reasons, and can lead to serious damage, leaks, flooding, mould,
cosmetic flaws, and even structural instability.
With the hot-tubbing model, the hope is that experts in all of these areas can tell it like it
is as they give their testimony: they can discuss the case openly, ask each other questions,
and respond to enquiries from the judge or arbitrator directly. With this approach, the
experts involved can often find common ground and/or take the time to discuss any
issues that are proving especially difficult to resolve. As a result (and because they are
not confined to answering questions posed by advocates), hot-tubbing can — at least in
theory — help these experts to respond to each other’s questions more effectively.

However, with the hot-tubbing model in particular, it’s not only
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HOT-TUBBING FOR
CONSTRUCTION DISPUTES
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BENEFITS OF HOT-TUBBING
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DOES HOT-TUBBING HAVE
ANY DRAWBACKS?

WHAT’S NEXT FOR HOT-TUBBING?

The hot-tub principle has been around in arbitration in
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Regardless of whether or not the hot-tub model gains
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Another common concern for parties considering the hot-tub
model is the potential loss of control over the proceedings.
Already, some barristers have reported feeling sidelined, and
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continue to be an invaluable part of ensuring a swift resolution

this format.

to a wide variety of legal disputes.
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